Angel Tuning Fork Class
Channeled by Spirit!

with

Certified Sound Therapy Master Teacher & Licensed Spiritual Healer

Tony Gyenis / Susanne Shields
This is an introductory class on the significance and power of Angel tuning. As you
begin your practice and engage with more angelic energies you will begin to
change your “energetic reputation”. Energy has intelligence and it knows who you
are based on what dimensions you have worked in and where you are willing to
venture. The teachings of these forks are very different to the other training you
may have been taught by Reiki or other modalities. It is a teaching of a higher order and thus will have a
different path and understanding of what it is you are doing to the people they send you. The power of the
forks will in time speak to you and the chakra or auric fields you are working on. The chakra needs to be heard
and felt with an interaction that conveys a sense of respect and intelligence. This is not part of the completion
of the program to be a Certified Tuning Fork Practitioner. It was designed to enhance the practitioner’s
skills to add to their energetic toolbox. For more details inquire by calling or email us.
Massage Therapists, Reiki Masters and Polarity Therapists, Holistic
Physicians, Energy Workers and Care Givers are some of the individuals
using these powerful techniques to attain the results they want with their
clients. These protocols can be used to complement all energy & bodywork
modalities, such as: Reike, Polarity Therapy, Feng Shui, Body Talking, Angel
Therapy, Quantum Touch Therapy, CCT, EFT, Massage Therapy, Zenith
Omega, Detoxification, Hypnotherapy & Reflexology.

An Introductory 2 ½ Hour* Workshop:

Som e com m ents
from W orkshop
Participants:
“I found the class informative”

Date: Posted on Website

***

436 MacLaren Street near Kent St.
Ottawa, ON, CANADA

“I didn’t realize that children
resonated with these forks so
much. I can’t wait to try it”

Angel Tuning Fork Class

***

 Hands on Experience using the angel tuner & crystal
 Tuning Children
 Tuning the Elderly
 New clearing to the chakras technique
 Incorporating Angel Therapy & Crystal healing with Sound Healing
 Tuning Yourself with Angel Tuners to enhance clarity and so much more…

“I have been looking for
additional tools to meditate with.
These angel forks are so
different.
***

Tony & Susanne – combining our years of
experience as Feng Shui Consultants and other
vibrational modalities we bring you this unique and
empowering experience with sound frequencies.
This introductory class was channeled by spirit to
give you this powerful experience in a class setting.
Knowing more about Angel tuning will improve your
ability to help specific clients as well as enhancing
the everyday sessions. It can improve your intuition
at the same time. Our intention is to bring you a pure yet helpful concept of how
to incorporate the angel tuners into your Solfeggio training program.
We invite you to come and experience an angelic and inspiring time with us!
You will love it!

Experience the Canadian style of Tuning!

The above statements were taken from
surveys collected at the end of the
workshop.

*

Class duration may vary depending
on content used and number students.

Moving at the
Speed of spirit!

For More Information visit: www.IWILLWIN.ca
To register: Call 613-878-7669 / Email: tony@iwillwin.ca

